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DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER 
Disclaimer of Liability 

This whitepaper is solely for information purposes and may be subject to change without prior notice. 

Diamonds are Forever does not accept liability for damages of any kind arising from the reference, 

use or the reliance of the contents presented within this whitepaper. 

Within this whitepaper there may be references to data gathered from third-party research. No 

guarantee is given to the completeness and accuracy of information received from third-party 

sources. 

Those who decide to invest in Diamonds are Forever should evaluate all the risks and uncertainties 

associated with Diamonds are Forever and the crypto market, the information provided in this 

whitepaper and the terms and conditions before making an investment in Diamonds are Forever. 



Disclaimer of Liability 

If you happen to be a citizen of a country where crypto is not permitted, you 

are legally not eligible to purchase any $DAF. 

Any of the information provided in this whitepaper is not eligible to be 

considered as legal or financial advice. 

Please consult your own legal, financial, tax, or other professional advisers 

regarding Diamonds are Forever. 

Diamonds are Forever reserves the right to change this whitepaper 



What is DAF? 

DAF is a DEFI token made for easy investors  

with the help from crypto experts. 

What is DEFI? 

DeFi tokens can be defined as financial applications that run on Blockchain technology and are 

decentralized. These tokens use the concepts of the traditional banking system and thus they are 

highly liquid as well. The hype around DeFi tokens and the DeFi industry is because of its power to 

remove the third party or the middlemen in the financial industry. Most of the DeFi tokens are built 

on Ethereum Blockchain.  



Diamonds are Forever features a unique rewards 

system promoting sustainability.  

A portion of the rewards pool will be re-routed to a 

second pool, to then be added back into the reward pool 

ensuring maximum DAF Token reflections for long term 

holders, along with eliminating the problem of people 

selling and taking their portion of the rewards pool with 

them.  

This unique set of tokenomics means every person who 

sells all of their tokens leaves a percentage of their 

rewards to be redistributed between all holders. 

VISION 



Launching in November 2021, Diamonds are Forever is 

on a mission to be the first rewards coin of its type, with 

a sustainable reward system promoting holders and 

punishing swing traders.  

Diamonds are Forever is a fully decentralized currency 

on a mission to spread NFT awareness to the average 

crypto investor.  

Diamonds are Forever pays out its holders in % of all 

NFT sales., every transaction incorporates a 10% fee of 

which Diamonds are Forever Token is then automatically 

purchased and placed in a pool to be re-distributed 

amongst holders. Simply put, if you were to own 1% of 

the Diamonds are Forever supply, you would 

subsequently hold 1% of the rewards pool. 

MISSION 



2% Automatic Liquidity: 2% of every transaction will be 

sent to PancakeSwap for Liquidity. Pancakeswap is a 

BSC-based decentralized exchange that fixes the low 

liquidity problems of DEXs through the liquidity Pool 

concept. A liquidity pool always contains a pair of 

tokens, which you can trade. The project's Smart 

contract deposits 2% from every buy/sell transaction 

as $DAF and $BNB into a liquidity pool. For ever buyer of 

100 or more in a single trade, the buyer will be 

rewarded with 8% $bDAF token. 





OUR ROADMAP 

• Apply for listings on cg and         

cmc. 

• Marketing push focused on 

influencers and community 

shilling. 

• Dex trending. 

• Website launch 

 

PHASE 1 PHASE 2 

• Contract Audit 

• NFT platform 

• Youtube influencers 

• BTOK Advertisements 

• Exchange listings 

PHASE 3 



THE UTILITY OF DAF 



Name: Diamonds Are Forever 

Symbol: $DAF 

Decimals: 6 

Type: BEP20 

Address: 0x8fb1a59ca2d57b51e5971a85277efe72c4492983 

Website: http://daftoken.io 

Slippage: 5 

Status: "active“ 

chat: "https://t.me/daftoken",  

discord: "https://discord.gg/DAFtoken#9454",  

facebook: "https://www.facebook.com/daftoken",  

github: "https://github.com/Frozenjeff/DAF",  

telegram: "https://t.me/daftoken",  

twitter: "https://twitter.com/daf_token",  

id: "0x8fb1a59ca2d57b51e5971a85277efe72c4492983" 

 

 

Issuer address: GCU3PQXD63A5KBOHX4T4UBY6FNAUIDJ5Z3YP5TGP7E6GZ6II2PUFIHMW 

DIAMONDS ARE FOREVER DETAILS 
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